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Abstract 
In this paper we study some applications of the higher-dimensional generalization f the 
Bailey transform, Bailey lemma, and iterative 'Bailey chain' concept in the setting of basic 
hypergeometric series very well-poised on unitary A t or symplectic C t groups. The derivation of 
the C~ case is closely related to the previous analysis of the unitary A~ case. Let G denote A t or 
C r The G Bailey transform isobtained from a suitably modified G terminating very well-poised 
4q~3 summation theorem and termwise transformations. It is then interpreted as a matrix 
inversion result for two infinite, lower-triangular matrices. This provides a higher-dimensional 
generalization f Andrews' matrix inversion formulation of the Bailey transform. As in the 
classical case, the concept of a G Bailey pair is introduced, and then inverted. This G inversion 
applied to the G terminating very well-poised 64~5 summations yields G terminating balanced 
3q~2 summations. The G Bailey lemma is obtained irectly from a G terminating very well- 
poised 6q~5 summation theorem and the matrix inversion formulation of the G Bailey transform. 
It shows how to construct another G Bailey pair from an arbitrary G Bailey pair. The concepts 
of an ordinary G Bailey chain and a bilateral G Bailey chain are introduced. Finally, as an 
example, we give one A t and one C t q-Whipple transformation, and some of their applications. 
These include G, q-Dougall summations and G 4q~3 sears transformations. The classical case of 
all this work, corresponding to A 1 or equivalently U(2), contains an immense amount of the 
theory and application of one-variable basic hypergeometric series. 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss ome applications of the higher-dimensional 
generalization of the Bailey transform and Bailey lemma in the setting of basic 
hypergeometric series very well-poised on unitary Az or symplectic C~ groups in 
[33,34,40-45]. The derivation of the Ct case in [-34-35] is closely related to the 
previous analysis of the unitary A~, or equivalently U(l + 1) case from [-40, 42, 43]. This 
program is based upon the A~ and C~ terminating very well-poised 6q~5 summation 
theorems which are extracted from [36, 37,40] and [27], respectively. Both types of 
very well-poised series are directly related [27, 36] to the corresponding Macdonald 
identities. The classical case of all this work, corresponding to A 1 or equivalently U(2), 
contains an immense amount of the theory and application of one-variable basic 
hypergeometric series [-4,7,12,24,53], including elegant proofs of the Rogers- 
Ramanujan-Schur identities. The ordinary (q = 1) case of some of the multiple series in 
[-37] first appeared in certain applications of mathematical physics and the unitary 
groups U(n + 1), or equivalent A,. This earlier work on the theory of Wigner coeffic- 
ients for SU(n) was due to Biedenharn and Louck [16-18], Holman [28] and Holman 
et al. [29]. They showed in [28,29] how the classical work on ordinary 
hypergeometric series is intimately related to the irreducible representations of the 
compact group SU(2). Their work was done in the context of the quantum theory of 
angular momentum [17, 18] and the special unitary groups SU(n). 
The classical A1 Bailey transform [7] and Bailey lemma I-7] were ultimately 
inspired by Rogers' [50] second proof of the Rogers-Ramanujan-Schur identities 
[4, 7, 24, 48, 49]. The Bailey transform was first formulated by Bailey [-13, 14], utilized 
by Dyson [22], applied by Slater in [51-53] and then recast by Andrews [5] as 
a fundamental matrix inversion result. This last version of the Bailey transform has 
immediate applications to connection coefficient heory and 'dual' pairs of identities 
[5-7, 25, 26-] and q-Lagrange inversion and quadratic transformations [25, 26]. The 
most important application of the Bailey transform is the Bailey lemma. This result 
was mentioned by Bailey [14, Section 4], and he described how the proof would work. 
However, he never wrote the result down explicitly and thus missed the full power of 
iteratin9 it. Andrews first established the Bailey lemma explicitly in [6] and realized its 
numerous possible applications in terms of the iterative 'Bailey chain' concept. This 
iteration mechanism enabled him to derive many q-series identities by 'reducing' them 
to more elementary ones. For example, two iterations of the Bailey lemma reduce the 
Rogers-Ramanujan-Schur identities to the q-binomial theorem [6, 7]. The process of 
iterating Bailey's lemma has led to a wide range of applications in additive number 
theory, combinatorics, pecial functions, and mathematical physics (for example, see 
[-6-10, 15, 46,47, 51-53]. The Bailey transform is a consequence of the terminating 
very well-poised a~b3 summation theorem. The Bailey lemma is derived in [1] directly 
from Rogers' [49] terminating very well-poised 6q~5 summation theorem and the 
matrix inversion formulation [-5, 25, 26-] of the Bailey transform. The terminating very 
well-poised 6~b5 summation theorem is crucial to this entire program. 
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At this point, it is useful to survey the classical Bailey transform and Bailey lemma. 
Let q be a complex number such that [q I< 1. Define 
(a)~ =-(o~;q)~ :=[-[ (1 _~qk) (l.la) 
k~>O 
and, thus, 
(~), - (~; q), :--- (~z)~ /(c~q")~. ( 1. I b) 
We then have Andrews' [5] matrix inversion in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1 (Classical Bailey transform for A1). Let a be indeterminate and i,j >~0 be 
integers. Let the matrices M and M* be defined as in 
and 
M (i;j; A ,):= ( q):~_l (aq)F+ ~ (1.2a) 
M*(i;j;A 0 :=(1 -aqZi)(aq)i+j_ l(q)Ll( - 1) i-jq(' ~J). (1.2b) 
Then M and M* are inverse, infinite, lower-triangular matrices. That is, 
6(i,j)= ~ M(i;y;A1)m*(y; j ;A1),  (1.3) 
j<~y<~i 
where fi(r,s)= 1 if r=s, and 0 otherwise. 
Theorem 1.1 follows from the terminating very well-poised 4(/)3 summation theorem 
and a termwise rewriting of the (i,j) entry in the matrix product MM*. Earlier, Carlitz 
[21; Theorem 5], and then later AI-Salam and Verma [2] had obtained bibasic matrix 
inversion results whose p = q case is equivalent to Theorem 1.1. More recently, Gessel 
and Stanton [25, Theorem 1.2] proved several q-series identities using Theorem 1.1. 
Gasper [23] recently derived bibasic extensions and analogs of Theorem 1.1, and the 
earlier work of Carlitz, A1-Salam, and Verma. Bressoud [20] had deduced an elegant 
extension of Theorem 1.1 for matrices Ma,b, with two free parameters, from the 
terminating very well-poised 6t~5 summation theorem. He proved that Ma,b and 
Mb,a are inverse, infinite, lower-triangular matrices. This work, as well as [1,5] 
provides a natural setting for Theorem 1.1. 
Eq. (1.2) motivates the definition of the A1 Bailey pair. 
Definition 1.2 (Aa Bailey pair). Let n>~0 and y~>0 be integers and ~={~yl and 
/3={fly} be sequences. Let M and M* be as in (1.2). Then we say that 2 and fl form an 
A a Bailey pair if 
/3.= ~ M(n;y;AO~y, (1.4) 
O<~y<~n 
for all n >~ 0. 
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The study of Ax Bailey pairs {c~.,fl.} satisfying (1.4) goes back to Rogers' [48, 50] 
proofs of the Rogers-Ramanujan-Schur identities, and more recently to Slater 
[51-53], Bressoud [19], and Andrews [6]. 
Eq. (1.3) and Definition 1.2 immediately give the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.3 (A1 Bailey pair inversion). ~ and fl satisfy Eq. (1.4) if and only if 
ct.= ~ M*(n;y;AOfly. 
O~y~n 
(1.5) 
Corollary 1.3 is responsible for the dual pairs of identities in [5, 7, 26]. For example, 
with suitable a. and ft., it follows that (1.4) and (1.5) correspond to Rogers' [49] 
terminating very well-poised 6~5 summation [12, 24], and Jackson's [31] terminating 
balanced a~b2 summation [12, 24], respectively. 
Andrews' explicit formulation of the Bailey lemma is provided by the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.4 (Classical Bailey lemma for At). Let the sequences ~= {~,} and fl= {ft.} 
form an A, Bailey pair. l f~'={a'.} and fl'= {fl'.} are defined by, 
and 
(p ) . (c r ) .  , . 
~" :~ (aq/ p~.(aq/a), taq / pa) ct. 
• if, (p)y(a)y(aq/pa)._y, ,y,  
fl":= Z~ ~ taq/pa) py, 
o <~y <~. (q).-y(aq/p).(aq/a)~ 
then ~' and fl' also form an A1 Bailey pair. 
(1.6a) 
(1.6b) 
Andrews notes in [6] that Watson's [54] q-analog of Whipple's transformation is
an immediate consequence of the second iteration of Theorem 1.4, starting from one 
of the simplest AI Bailey pairs. In fact, Andrews' infinite family of extensions of 
Watson's q-Whipple's transformations in [3] is just a consequence of continued 
iteration of this same case of Theorem 1.4. Even Whipple's original work [55, 56] fits 
into the q = 1 case of this analysis. Paule [46, 47] independently discovered important 
special cases of Theorem 1.4 and observed how these results could be iterated. 
Essentially, all the depth of the classical Rogers-Ramanujan-Schur identitites and 
their iterations is embedded in the A1 Bailey lemma. 
We organize the rest of this paper as follows. Let G denote At or C~. In Section 2 we 
state the G terminating very well-poised 6~b5 summations from [34, 37, 40] which we 
need in our subsequent work. We indicate in Section 3 how the G Bailey transform of 
[34,40] is obtained from a suitably modified G terminating very well-poised 
4~b3 summation theorem and termwise transformations. It is then interpreted as 
a matrix inversion result for two infinite, lower-triangular matrices. This 
provides a higher-dimensional generalization of Theorem 1.1. As in Definition 1.2 and 
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Corollary 1.3, the concept of a G Bailey pair is introduced, and then inverted. The 
G inversion applied to the G terminating very well-poised 6q55 summations from 
Section 2 yields the two G terminating balanced 3q52 summations from Section 4. This 
is just a sample of the new As terminating balanced 3q~2 summations from [40].We 
describe in Section 5 how the G Bailey lemma from [34, 42] is obtained irectly from 
a G terminating very well-poised 645 summation theorem and the matrix inversion 
formulation of the G Bailey transform. It shows how to construct another G Bailey 
pair from an arbitrary G Bailey pair, and thus extends Theorem 1.4. The concepts of 
an ordinary G Bailey chain and a bilateral G Bailey chain are introduced. Finally, we 
study in Section 6, as an example, one As and one C~ q-Whipple transformation, and 
some of their applications. These included G q-Dougall summations and G 4q53 Sears 
transformations. Several A~ q-Whipple transformation, i cluding this one, arederived 
in [41,42]. Many other consequences of the G Bailey transform and lemma appear in 
[33, 34, 40-45]. 
2. Background information 
The main results in this paper depend upon an As and a C~ terminating very 
well-poised 6q55 summation theorem from [36, 37, 40] and [27, 34], respectively. Here, 
we state these two 64)5 summations in a form convenient for our applications. The 
l= l  case of each is the classical terminating 6~b5 summations in Eq. (II.211 of 
[24, p. 238]. 
We start with the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 (An At terminating 6q~5 summation theorem). Let a, b, c and x~ ..... xz he 
indeterminate, let Ni be a non-negative integers for i= 1,2 .... , I with l>~ 1, and suppose 
that none of the denominators in (2.1) vanishes. Then 
l Xk 
( (aq/b)~v,+ +N, = (~,aq/c)N~J 
{ H I 1 ~ Yr-Y'][-I I -x~:'Y~+(Y'++Y') 1 
k 1 ,2  . . . . .  l 
x (~q-  ~s)r, 
~ l ~ ~  / 
. . . .  , L  
IL~ xk - (,i,,++,, r l 
x (aq~b~y, + ~y,  k=, Li?,aq/c),~ ] 
+,',,:+ +,, ]} 
L \  ~ ] qy~+2,,~+...+~, ,)y, . (2.1b) 
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Proof. First, rewrite Theorem 1.38 of [37] by replacing n by l+1, making the 
substitutions 
al+m+l=b/a, zt/zt+l=a, (2.2a) 
and then taking m--N, and 
aii= cl and zi= xl for i= 1,2 ..... I. (2.2b) 
By the 
ci=q -u' fo r i= l ,2  ..... I (2.3) 
case of this result and an elementary calculation involving its product side, it follows 
that the identify (2.1) holds for c=q -~, with N any non-negative integer. However, 
(2.1) is a polynomial identity in c -1, whose degree is a finite function of {Na .... ,N~}. 
Hence, Theorem 2.1 is true in general. [~ 
Remark. This is the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.4, respectively, in 1-40], with 
n replaced by I. The paper [40] contains three additional At terminating very 
well-poised 6(/)5 summation theorems. 
Remark. The l= 1 and N1 =n case of (2.1) is Eq. (II.21) of [-24, p. 238]. 
Next, Gustafson's Cs 61//6 summation theorem from [27] leads in [34] to the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2 (The Cz terminating 6¢5 summation theorem). Let a, b and xl ..... xz be 
indeterminate, let Ni be non-negative integers for i = 1, 2, ..., I with l >~ 1, and suppose that 
none of the denominators in (2.4) vanishes. Then 
Z {I-'I[ 1-x~qz'k]l-x~ J H [Vl--~qrrr~l--x'x~qY'+r']_~ l_~x% I 
O=yk<.Nk k=l  l<~r<s<~t - i t  
k=1,2  ..... l 
~I  x~ - Ns X X ~-I  F (X q-N')r~(x'x~)'~ [(aXk)rk(qXkb--')'k~ 
X ~ N~ L(bxk)yk(qxka- x)y~j .... 1 k(q )yr(qX,.x q )r~] k=X 
x q(N, +... + N,)(y, +.. + y,)qy2 + 2y3 + "" + ( l -  1)yt (2.4a) 
~I[  (qX~)N~ ~ [_ (qx,x~'Nr ~ (b) 
=k=l (bXk)sk(~ iXk)Nk J l  H X (2.4b) ~_,<~<t k(qx,'x~qNgNrJ a N,+...+N, 
Proof. We begin with Gustanfson's Ct 61]/6 summation theorem from [27, 
Theorem 5.1]. Specializations serve to terminate this summation theorem from below 
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and then from above. This yields the Cz 6q55 summation theorem, and then the 
C~ terminating 6q~5 summation in Theorem 2.2, respectively. 
Before carrying out the above specializations, we first make the following substitu- 
tions in Gustafson's Ct 6~6 summation theorem: 
ai~---~aiq -~ for i= 1,2 ..... l, at+l~--~a; 
bi~---~blq -~ for i=1,2 ..... l, bt+lw-~h. 
(2.5) 
Now set h~=bz . . . . .  b~=q in the resulting multiple Laurent series identify to 
terminate the sum side from below. Next, take ai = q- Ni for i : 1, 2 ..... l, where each 
Ni is a non-negative integer. This terminates the sum side from above, and gives 
a summation theorem for a terminating multiple power series. 
We then obtain Theorem 2.2 by first making the substitution xk=q z", for 
k= 1,2 ..... l, and then using (a),=(a)~/(aq")~ and (a) ,=(-q/a)"q ~) (q/a)~ 1 to sim- 
plify the product and sum side, respectively. 
Remark. A summary of the above substitutions that transform Gustafson's C~ 6~'~ 
into Theorem 2.2 is given by 
aiw-~aiq-z'~--~q-U~q-Z'~--~q X~xF1 for i=1,2 ..... l, 
al+ l ~---~a, 
biw_~biq ~,~__~ql-z,w_~qxFl for i= 1,2 ..... l, (2.6) 
bl+x~-*b, qZ'~--~xl. 
Remark. The l= 1 case of (2.4) is the classical terminating 6q~5 summation in 
Eq. (II.21) of [24], p. 238] in which a~--~xZ, n~--~Nl,bW-~ax~,c~-*qxlb 1. That is, they 
are equivalent. 
See Section 2 of [34] for the detailed proof of Theorem 2.2. 
3. The G Bailey transform 
In this section we discuss the Az and C~ multivariable xtension of the classical 
A1 Bailey transform in Theorem 1.1. Motivated by Andrews [5], Gessel and Stanton 
[25, 26], and Agarwal et al. [1] we generalize the matrix inversion formulation. This 
requires matrices M and M* whose rows and columns are indexed by vectors of 
length l of non-negative integers. 
Throughout this paper, let i:=(il ..... i~), J :=( J l  . . . . .  j~), N:=(N1 ..... Nz) and 
Y:=(Yx ..... Yt) be vectors of length l with non-negative integer components. 
Define the Bailey transform matrices, M and M*, as follows. 
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Definition 3.1 (M and M' fo r  At). Let a, xl, ..., xl be indeterminate. Suppose that none 
of the denominators in (3.1) vanishes. Then let 
M(i;j;At):= I--I (q"~qj~-js~ aq 
r,s=l \ Xs / i . - j~  k=l \ I/ ik (jl+'"+Jt) 
and 
M*(i;j;At):=~-II l--aX--kqik+'il+-+~,)~-I(aqXk ~ 
k=l  Xl ~ k=l  \ XlJ Jk+(i l+"'+il)- i  
fi-I X -1  X iq~'~q j~-j', ( - -1)( i '+'"+i ' ) - ( J l+'"+J l )q (Iq+ ....... 2'J'+ ....... ). 
. . . .  1 \ x~ /i~-j~ 
(3.1a) 
(3.1b) 
Definition 3.2 (M and M* for Ct). Let xl .... .  xt be indeterminate. Suppose that none 
of the denominators in (3.2) vanishes. Then let 
q jr-j, (qx, xsqjr+j,)~l_j~ (3.2a) 
r,s=l [ - \  Xs l i t - j r  
fJ[(  3 1 M*(i;j;Ct):= q q jr-j, (x,x, qJ~+,s)~l_j r r , s= l  L_ x, s l i t-- jr  1 
[_IV~-XrxsqJ'+Js~(-Xrxsqir+l~J 1)(il+...+it)-(jl+...+jt)q(,,+ ....... ~,J,+ ....... ). (3.2b) × 17,, - 
l<~r<s<~l 
Remark. The l= 1 case of (3.1) is the matrices in (1.2), and the l= 1 case of (3.2) is 
entrywise different han (1.2), but equivalent to it. 
As in the classical case [1], termwise transformations of a suitably modified At 
or Ct terminating very well-poised 4~b3 summation theorem lead to the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.3 (Bailey transform for At and Ct). Let G=AI or Cz. Let M and M* be 
defined as in (3.1) and (3.2), with rows and columns ordered lexicographically. Then 
M and M* are inverse, infinite, lower-triangular matrices. That is, 
l 
1-I 6(ik,Jk)= ~ M(i;y; G)M*(y;j;G), (3.3) 
k = 1 jk<~yk<~ik 
k=l ,2  ..... l 
where 6(r,s)= 1 if r=s and 0 otherwise. 
Proof. In each case, At and Ct, we begin with a terminating very well-poised 4~ba 
summation theorem. The A, 4(~3 summation follows immediately from the b=aq/c 
case of Theorem 2.1 and the Ct 4q~3 summation is similarly the a=b case of 
Theorem 2.2. 
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We then multiply both the sum and product sides of the suitably specialized At and 
Ct terminating 4~b3 summations by some additional factors. 
For At, we multiply each side of the Nk~--'ik--Jk, Xk~-'~Xkq ~,a~-'~aq ~"+~jl + +J') case of 
the A t terminating 4(~3 summation by the product 
q"r qJ'-J'~l F(~aq)jk+(Jl++J')~ 
Xka . . . .  1 Xs l i t - j r  k=,  k(x, q)ik+t~,+...+j,)J (3 .4}  
For Ct, we multiply each side of the Nk~--'ik--Jk, Xk~-'~Xkq j , case of the Ct terminating 
4q~3 summation by the product 
_q~'~q~-J'_ (qx,x, qJ~+J~)i-}j~ . (3.5) 
. . . .  1 \ Xs /]ir-jr 
In either case, the modified product side is seen to bc thc production of delta 
functions on thc left-hand side of (3.3). The modified sum side is transformed term by 
term to yicld the sum side of (3.3). The analysis here for the sum side consists of 
a lengthy series of elementary calculations. 
Remark. The detailed proof of the At case of Theorem 3.3 is in Section 3 of [40], with 
l replaced by n, and the above steps reversed into a verification proof. See Section 3 of 
[34] for the detailed analysis in the proof of the Ct case. 
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) motivate the definition of the At and Ct Bailey pair. 
Definition 3.4 (G Bailey pair). Let 'G=Az or Cl. Let Nk>~0 be integers for k = 1, 2 ..... l. 
Let A = {A~; m} and B = {B(y; a)} be sequences. Let M and M* be as above. Then we 
say that A and B form a G Bailey pair if 
B¢N:m = ~ M(N;y; G) Ao,;z ). (3.6) 
0~<yk~<Nk 
k=l ,2  . . . . .  l 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Definition 3.4 we have the following result. 
Corollary 3.5 (G Bailey pair inversion). A and B satisfy Eq. (3.6) if and only !f 
A(N;G) = Z M*(N;y; G)Bo,:~ ). 
0~<yk~<Nk 
k=l ,2  . . . . .  1 
(3.7) 
We study an important application of Corollary 3.5 in the next section. 
4. G balanced J~2 summation theorems 
Corollary 3.5 applied to the G Bailey pairs (A~y;c),B~y~)) determined by 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 from Section 2 yields the corresponding G terminating balanced 
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34)2 summations, and vice versa. These calculations provide a G generalization of
Andrews' application in [5] of Corollary 1.3. We also obtain some special, limiting 
cases. The At results here are contained in [40]. The l= 1 case of the summation 
theorems in this section are the corresponding classical results in [24]. 
In Section 4 of [40] we apply Corollary 3.5 to Theorem 2.1 to obtain the following 
result. 
Theorem 4.1 (An At generalization of the terminating balanced 3q~2 summation 
theorem). Let a, b, c and Xl ..... xt be indeterminate, let N i be non-negative integers for 
i= 1, 2 ..... 1 with l>~ l, and suppose that none of the denominators in (4.1) vanishes. Then 
{ (c/a)N,+ . +N, I~  1 (~c/b)~k~ (4.1a) 
(c/ab)N,+...+u, = (~c)u~ J
O~<yk~Nk l<~r<s<~l m xs -I r , s= l  k=l  
k=i ,2  ..... l 
[ ,4lb  x ((ab/c)ql_~N,+...+N,))y,+...+y ' 
Proof. We begin by multiplying both sides of (2.1) by 
, 1 \  x~/Nr k=akXt /NkJ  
and simplifying. By Definition 3.4, the product and sum sides of the resulting identify 
determine BtN:6) and Aty:o), respectively. Substitute this At Bailey pair into (3.7), 
simplify the resulting sum side termwise, and apply the relation (a),=(-a)"qtV 
(a-aqa-,), to suitable factors on the product side. Theorem 4.1 then follows once we 
make the substitutions a~---~aq -tNa+N'), c~--qaq/c)q -tu'+N'),  b~--~c/b, with x i ,N i ,  
q unchanged. E~ 
Remark. The I= 1 and N~ =n case of (4.1) is Eq. (II.12) of [24, p. 237]. 
We then went on to Theorem 4.15 of [40] to show that Theorem 4.1 and a poly- 
nomial argument lead to a summation theorem equivalent to (4.1) in which b = q-N, 
a=b, and q-N, is replaced by ai, for i=1,2,. . . , / .  The multiple sum in the second 
identity is taken over  Yi . . . . .  y l>/0 and O<~y~ + ... +y ,~N,  where N is a non-negative 
integer. The two identities are equivalent since the second one is a polynomial 
identity in each ofa~- 1, whose degree is a finite function of N, and (4.1) implies that the 
second holds for at=q -N'. Letting N~o9 in this second At terminating balanced 
3q~2 summation theorem then led in Theorem 5.1 of [40] to the A~ q-Gauss 
summation theorem. This, in turn, yielded an At q-Chu-Vandermonde summation 
and the non-terminating At refinement of the q-binomial theorem. Letting Ni--* ~ for 
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i= 1,2 ..... ! in Theorem 4.1 yields another At q-Gauss summation theorem. Many 
more analogous special limiting cases of additional At terminating balanced 
342 summations can be found in Section 5 of [40]. 
We now consider the Ct case. Applying Corollary 3.5 to Theorem 2.2 yields the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2 (First Ct generalization of the terminating balanced 3(b2 summation 
theorem). Let a, b and xl ..... xt be indeterminate, let Ni be non-negative inte,qers Jbr 
i = 1,2 ..... 1 with l >~ 1, and suppose that none of the denominators in (4.3) vanishes. Then 
{k=~(axk,Nk(qXkb--X,Nk~ ' + -+N,} 
L(bXk)Nk(qxka_l)Nk3(!) "~' (4 .3a)  
= 2 { 1-I [I--~qY'-Y"I--x,-%qY~+Y'~ 
0~yk~<Nk l<~r<s<~t 1 - -~ i ~  J 
k=l ,2  ..... l 
I x~ Ns 
,,~x-ll L (q ~)y~ (qx,x~),. 1 
x I--[ [-(qx,x~)y~ ~ ~I  F (qx~)y~_ .] 
x I I~,x x , '~ I L(bxk),~(qa-lxk),~ j 1 ~r<s<~t L "~'1 r s'a ~'y~l k= 1 
x b 
Proof. We begin by multiplying both sides of (2.4) by 
1 
and simplifying. By Definition 3.4, the production and sum sides of the resulting 
identify determine B~N:m and Ao.;a), respectively. Substitute this Ct Bailey pair into 
(3.7), simplify the resulting sum side termwise, rewrite the product side, and then 
Theorem 4.2 follows. [] 
Remark. Note that there is some cancellation of factors in (4.3b). This allows us to 
write (4.3b) more compactly. In particular, the diagonal (r = s) factors in 
l l 
[I (qx, xs)~ 1 cancel the factors [I (qx~),k. 
r ,s=l  k=l  
Remark. The l= 1 case of(4.3) is the classical terminating balanced 3~)2 summation i  
Eq. (II.12) of [24, p. 237] in which n~--,Nl, a~--~x~q 'vi,bv--~b/a, cv--~bxl. That is, they are 
equivalent. 
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Just as in the A~ case, Theorem 4.2 and a polynomial argument lead to a 
summation theorem equivalent o (4.3) in which b=aq -N, a=b, and q-N, is 
replaced by al, for i= 1, 2 ..... I. The two identifies are equivalent since the second 
one is a polynomial identify in each of a~- 1, whose degree is a finite function of N, 
and (4.3) implies that the second holds for ai=q -N`. That is, we have the following 
result. 
Theorem 4.3 (Second Ct generalization of the terminating balanced 3(~2 summation 
theorem). Let al ..... al, b and Xl ..... xt be indeterminate, let N be a non- 
negative inteyer, let l>~ 1, and suppose that none of the denominators in (4.5) vanishes. 
Then 
{t=~-[F!qakXklb-1)N(qxkaklb-_l)N] 
L (qx¢lb-1)N(qXkb-1)N } (4.5a) 
2 
yl ..... yl~<O 
O~<yt +. . .  +yz~<N 
{ l-I [ l-~';q>-y~ 1--x'x~q'~+rsl 
1<.,<~<., -1 ~ 1-x,x, j 
~-I  Xr a x F(.~: ,)),r (x,x,a~-1)y.l 
. . . .  1 k (q f , ; )y r  (qXrX~),. J 
x ~ F (qx'xs)rr l~-IF (qx~)rk ] 
<., <~<., L( qx~x~qr')r~ J k= l L(bXkq- N)~ (q b- l xk)rk 
(4.5b) 
Remark. Note that there is the same cancellation of factors in (4.5b) as there 
was in (4.3b). 
Remark. The l= 1 case of(4.5) is the classical terminating balanced 3~)2 summation i  
Eq. (11.12) of [24, p. 237] in which n~-+N, a~-+al, b~-+x2a? 1,cF-+qxlb-x. That is, they 
are equivalent. 
It is also useful to set a~=q for s= 1, 2 ..... l in (4.5). The resulting identity may be 
related to the analysis in [32]. 
Letting N ~ ~ in Theorem 4.3 leads to the following results. 
Theorem 4.4 (The C~ generalization of the q-Gauss summation theorem). Let 
al, ...,at, b and Xl, ...,xt be indeterminatate, and let l>~l. Suppose that none of the 
denominators in (4.6) vanishes and that 0< Iql < I. I l l=  1 also assume that I q / bx x l < 1. 
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Then 
L (qx ; 'b - ' )~(qXkb- ' )~ _lJ 
(4.6a) 
yk>~O 1 ~<r<s~/ xs 
k=l ,2  ..... l 
I - - I  Xr a × VIx: ,t,r(x,x a: t,r  
1~r<s~t L(qx,x~qY~)yrJk~l [ _ (q~y~J  
. . . .  x .qe2 , .  ...... .,q.1+2.2++,.]t [4.6b) 
where e2(Ya ..... Yt) is the second elementary symmetric function of {)'1 ..... Yl}. 
Proof. Apply the relation (a),=(-a)"q(P (a-lql-n)n to the appropriate factors 
in (4.5b), simplify, and then let N--*co in Theorem 4.3, while appealing to 
the dominated convergence theorem. To check the convergence of (4.6b), first 
observe by the product formula for a Vandermonde determinant and some algebra 
that 
I 1 l l 1 H 1 Xr k k - 1 - k)y• l~r<s<~l Xs - ] - -k= l  aeSl k=l  k=l  
Then, interchange summation and apply the multiple power series ratio test 
[11,30, 35] to each of the resulting l! inner multiple sums. 
Remark. The I= 1 case of (4.6) is the classical q-Gauss summation theorem in 
Eq. (II.8) of [24, p. 236] in which a~-~al, b~-~xZa; 1, c~-~qxlb -1. That is, they are 
equivalent. 
Just as for (4.5), the as=q for s= l, 2 .....  l case of(4.6) may be related to the analysis 
in [32]. 
Setting ai=q -N' for i= 1,2 ..... l in (4.6) gives the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5 (First Cz generalization of the q-Chu-Vandermonde summation 
theorem). Let b and xl , . . . ,xt  be indeterminate, let Ni be non-negative integers 
for i= 1,2 ..... l with I~> 1, and suppose that none of the denominators in (4.8) vanishes. 
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Then 
I l b_  1 





k=l ,2  ..... l 
{ H [ 1 -~q" - ' "  1--x'x'qr"+Y'l 
F I  Xr -- N s x F (~-q~)'" (X'XsqS')Y" l 
. . . .  1 k (q ~)r, ~ _ 1  
x H [ (qx, x,),. l [I F (qx~),k l 
, <.,<,<., L(qx,x~qr%.J k= ~ L(q b - I  Xk)ykA 
x [b- ( r '++r ' )x ;  y' ... xi-Y'q e2ty . . . . . .  y0qyl +2y2+...+/yt] }, 
where e2(y 1 ..... Yt) is the second elementary symmetric function of {Yl ..... Yl}- 
(4.8b) 
Remark. The I= 1 case of (4.8) is the second classical q-Chu-Vandermonde summa- 
tion theorem in Eq. (11.7) of [24, p. 236] in which n~---}Nb a~---~x2q NI,c~---}qXlb-i. That 
is, they are equivalent. 
Remark. We can also get (4.8) from Theorem 4.2 by either of the following special, 
limiting cases. Either take b~ and then a~-~b, or take a~0 and then b~-~q/b. 
We next find that taking b~0 and then aw+q/b in Theorem 4.2 leads to the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.6 (Second C~ generalization of the q-Chu-Vandermonde summation the- 
orem). Let b and xx ..... xz be indeterminate, let Ni be non-negative integers for 
i= l, 2 ..... l with l >~ l, and suppose that none of the denominators in (4.9) vanishes. Then 
t (qXkb - 1 )N  k (4.9a) 




k=l ,2  . . . . .  l 
Fl_x~qy _y s 1-x,x,q,.+,s t Ill l~<r<s~<l - i "~r ' r  
F I  Xr -- N s 
.... , L (q~)y, (qx, x,)r, 3 
J- -It l i  ~X X ,~Y~I / ,1..It 
l~<r<s~</L , " /  r s" /  /Y r /k=l  L(bx,),k_] 
(4.9b) 
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Remark. The 1 = 1 case of (4.9) is the first classical q-Chu-Vandermonde summation 
theorem in Eq. (II.6) of [24, p. 236] in which n~--~N 1, a~--~xZ~q N', c~--~bxl. That is, they 
are equivalent. 
Remark. We can also get (4.9) by taking a--* ~ in Theorem 4.2. 
Also note that (4.8a) and (4.9a) are reciprocals. 
We conclude this section with the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.7 (A non-terminating Ct refinement of the q-binomial theorem). Let 
a~ . . . .  ,at and xl ,  ...,x~ and z be indeterminate, and let l>~ 1. Suppose that none of  the 
denominators in (4.10) vanishes and that 0 < I ql < 1. I l l  = 1 also assume that I z] < 1. Then 
l x l  
]7 (5 zaO~ 
i 1 tX, z~ (4.10a) 
k = 1 ~xk  y zc 
yk  ~>0 1 <~r<s~l  - -  Xs  r , s= 1 
k=l ,2  . . . . .  l 
x - -  qY~+2Y~+'"+(t-1)Y'zY~+'"+Y' , {4.10b) 
: 1 \xk /  _1 
where e2(yl . . . .  , y~) is the second elementary symmetric,(unction f  {Yl . . . . .  y~}. 
Proof. Make the substitution xi~--~qxi/bzxl for i = 1,2 ..... l in (4.6), and then let b --, oc: 
in Theorem 4.4, while appealing to the dominated convergence theorem. To check the 
convergence of (4.10b), first note (4.7), and then interchange summation and apply the 
multiple power series ratio test to each of the resulting l! inner multiple sums. [] 
Remark. The l= 1 case of (4.10) is the classical q-binomial theorem in Eq. (II.3) of 
[24, p. 236]. 
The terminating case of (4.10), in which a i=q -N' for i=1,2 ..... l, appears in 
Theorem 5.38 of [-40]. 
5. The G Bailey lemma 
In this section we motivate and then state the A~ and Ct generalization of the 
classical A1 Bailey lemma in Theorem 1.4. It shows how to construct another G Bailey 
pair form an arbitrary G Bailey pair. 
Consider the sequence A'= {A~N;a~} defined by 
A i:~': G) := CN A(.+,; ~), (5.1) 
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where the sequence C = {Cy} is as of yet unchosen, and A and B form a G Bailey pair. 
We want to find a sequence B'= {B~y:m } so that A' and B' also form a G Bailey pair. 
That is, we need 
BIN:~ )= ~_, M(N;y;  G)Aiy:~ ). 
O<~yk<~Nk 
k=1,2  . . . . .  l 
Assume that (3.6), (3,7), (5.1), and (5.2) 
M*(i; j; G) -  M*(i; j). Then 
B~N:G)= ~. {M(N;y)CyA(y;a,} 
O~<yk~<Nk 
k=l ,2  . . . . .  l 
= Z {M(N;y)  Cy Z 
O~<yk~<Nk O<<.mi<~ yi 
k=l ,2  ..... l i=1 ,2  . . . . .  l 
= Z Y 
O~<mk~<Nk mi<~Yi<~Ni 
k = 1 ,2  . . . . .  l i = 1 ,2 ,  ...,  l 
(5.2) 
hold, and that M( i ; j ;G) -M( i ; j )  and 
(5.3a) 
[M*(y; m) B(m:G)] } (5.3b) 
[M(N;y) M*(y; m) Cy] } 
= Z { n(m;G ) Z 
O <~ m k <~ N k O <~ yi <~ N i -- rrt i
k=1,2  . . . . .  l i=1 ,2  . . . . .  l 
[M(N;y+m)  M*(y+m;m)  Cy+m] }. 
(5.3c) 
(5.3d) 
We want to choose C = {Cy} so that each Cy+m can be factored into a function that 
is independent ofy times a function ofm and y. The expression that is independent of
y will then be pulled outside the sum. We also desire that the remaining terms combine 
with those in the inner sum of (5.3d) to form an easily summable xpression. In effect, 
C allows us to pass from a G 4(~3 to  a G 6~/)5  which is summable by either Theorem 2.1 
or 2.2. Such a choice of C allows us to sum the inner sum in (5.3d) and derive a more 
compact expression for B'tN;~r 
Keeping in mind the above discussion, we first define the sequences A'= {A'(y;A,)} 
and B'= {B'o,:A,) } by 
A(N:AO:=k=I  \P  XI//Nk k=l  ff-Xll (aq/a)N,+...+u, 
and 
(aq/pa)N,+...+u, A(N:A, ) (5.4a) 
B(N;AO:=' 2 {[-I ~(axk~ (aqxk~-'l I-I (qX, q,._,.l-' 
0~y~<Nk =lL \  xl/'r~kP xl/N~d . . . .  1 \  Xs /N.-r.  
k=l ,2  . . . . .  l 
(aq / pa)(N, +... + N,) - (r, +..- + r,) (P)r, +... + r, (aq/pa) r' + + y' Bty; A,) ~. X (5 ,4b) 
(aq/a)Nl +... + N, ) 
We next define the sequences A '= {A~y;C,)} and B'={B~y:C,)} by 
=, L(/~Xk)Nk(qxk~- ')N~J \~J A(s:c,) (5.5a) 
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and 
Bix:c') := 2 
O <~ yk <~ N k 
k=l ,2  ..... l 
' -' n (  
r ,s= 1 Xs JNr -yr  
x U [(qx'xsqY"+Y~).~l-y~ (qx*x~qN~ Y')'~)-y-] 
l~r<s~<l 
These definitions lead to the following theorem. 
(5.5b) 
Theorem 5.1 (The G generalization of the classical A1 Bailey lemma). Let G=A~ 
or Cl. Suppose A = {A(N:G)} and B = {B(N:~,} form a G Bailey pair. l f  A '=  ' ' ~A(.~.:a)j and 
B'= ' {B(~v.:a)~ are as above, then A' and B' also form a G Bailey pair. 
Proof. The definitions in (5.4) and (5.5) are substituted into (3.6). After an interchange 
of summation, the inner sum is seen to be a special case of the appropriate 64)5. The 
6(/)5 is then summed, and the desired result follows. Z 
' ~ B' = and Corollary 5.2. With A '= {Ao,;~); and ~-,(y:a)~n' ~ defined, as in Theorem 5.1, A' B' 
satisfiy Eq. (3.7). 
Notice that we may apply the G Bailey lemma to the new G Bailey pair A' and B'. 
Call the resulting G Bailey pair (A",B"). We may continue applying the G Bailey 
lemma and create a sequence of G Bailey pairs 
(A, B) --,(A', B') -+(A", B") --+. • •. 
We call this sequence the 'G Bailey chain'. This definition is motivated by Andrews [7]. 
We may also move from (A', B') back to (A, B). Given a G Bailey pair (A', B'), we 
may determine A from Eq. (5.4a) or (5.5a) and then B from Eq. (3.6). Thus, we can 
move from right to left in the G Bailey chain. This gives us the 'bilateral G Bailey 
chain' 
... ~(A (- 2), B (- 2) _~(A (- 1), B (- 1)) -*(A, B) ~(A', B') -~(A", B") -~--.. 
Many of the classical applications mentioned just after Theorem 1.4 extend to the 
setting of the above G Bailey chains. 
6. G q-Whipple transformations 
In this section we study one At and one C~ q-Whipple transformation, and some of 
their applications. These include G q-Dougall summations and G 4~b3 Sears trans- 
formations. We start with the At results. 
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In Section 3 of [-41] we utilized Theorems 2.1 and 4.1 to obtain the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 6.1 (The At q-Whipple transformation). Let a,b,c,d,e and Xl ..... xt be 
indeterminate, let Ni be non-negative integers for i= 1, 2 . . . . .  l with l>~ 1, and suppose 
that none of the denominators in (6.1) vanishes. Then 
Z { I--[ [1--~qr~-"]ILI [1__~. ;  .1 ~k,,,,r,,+(,,+...+y,)]~,_.~ 
0~<yk~<Nk l<~r<s<~l --Xss k=l  1 - -~a  
k=l ,2  ..... l 
x r (~,c/____)y,:] [. (~a)y,+...+,, ] Xr Xk 1 + Nk 
. . . .  11_ (q~s)r~ J k=l L(~aq )r~+...+r,J 
l xk x~ d 
x , ,  l ,  / L (%,  +... 
k= 1L~,Xi" ~- /yk  t x, ~-,'Y~-_J +.)', (7 )Y ,  + "'" +Y i J  
[{aZq'+(N'+'"+N')'~"+'"+Y'qy'+2Y~+"'+'Y'l} (6.1a)  
x L \ ~Fde / 
~(aq/de)N, +... + N, t x~ 
= .I..It l ~  I ( (aq /d)N,+. . .+N,  ,,=1 ~ ~/  JN,,j 
Z 
0~mk~<Nk 
k=l ,2  ..... l 
{ H [ l-~q''~-'''ll "~ q,,,,+2-2+...+1,,,, 
Xr - Ns 1 
X x~ .I..I. .... , L (q ~),,,. J k =, LX~_/~/b .',,,,.J 
×I"q +.,(e).,+ +., 
(T)m, +... +,,, (~ q-(N' +" + N'))m, +... + m,J J 
(6.1b) 
Proof. The analysis here is an extension of the classical case. Begin with the sum in 
(2.1b). Multiply each term in (2.1b) by a suitable rewriting of the products in (4.1a). 
Here, the substitutions in (4.1a) include replacing Nk by Yk. The resulting sum is then 
rewritten as the At very well-poised a~b7 in (6.1a). Now, utilize Theorem 4.1 to replace 
the factors just added to (2.1b) by the corresponding sum in (4.1b). For this inner 
multiple sum, we use mk instead of Yk, which already occurs in the outer sum. At this 
point, interchange summation and manipulate the resulting inner sum termwise until 
a shifted At very well-poised 6q~s um is obtained. Use Theorem 2.1 to sum this inner 
sum. Finally, simplify the resulting single multiple sum termwise to obtain (6.1b). See 
Section 3 of [-41] for the detailed substitutions and transformations involved in this 
analysis. 
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We give an alternate proof of Theorem 6.1 in Section 5 of [42] where we derive (6.1) 
from the second iterate of Theorem 5.1 (for At) applied to the At Bailey pair, 
determined by Theorem 2.1, which was used in the proof of Theorem 4.1. [] 
Remark. The I= 1 and N1 =n case of (6.1) is Eq. (III.18) of [24, p. 242]. 
Remark. To recover Theorem 2.1 from Theorem 6.1, first set aq/bc= 1 and then take 
dw-~b and ew-~c. To obtain Theorem 4.1, set b= 1 and then take a~--~c/q, d~---~a, nd 
e~---~ b.
One of the most important consequences of Theorem 6.1 is the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.2 (The Az q-Dougall summation). Let a, b, c, d, e and x l ..... xl be indetermi- 
nate, let Ni be non-neyative integers for  i = 1, 2, ..., 1 with l >~ 1, and suppose that none q[ 
the denominators in (6.2) vanishes. Then 
O<~yk~Nk Lk=l  m l -~a  
k- l ,2  . . . . .  l 
f ir  " l f l r  +, ,  x (x,q )r, x~ Xr  
I ]  F l [ +'t*'l"+ +' ' l x I ~ ' I  aq aq 
k=l L~XI~Iyk',~TYykl L(Y)YI+"'+YI(T)YI++YlJ 
Xr yr  - -  Ys lq ]q, +',,~ (6.2a) 
X Ix  I I - -~  I 
1 <~r<s<~l L x~ .d 
aq  aq l xk  Xk  aq  
[ (~)N, +...+N,(~)N, +...+N, l r l  [(~aq)N~ ~)~l  = ~-- -ca - '~S- - - - - -  I .t i ~ ~ / '  (6.2b) 
where a2 q = bcdeq-tN' +.. + u,) 
Proof i  Set aq/bc=(de/a)q -~N'++N')  in (6.1). The evaluation point in (6.1a) is now 
just qy,+2r2+...+m, and (6.1b) can be summed by the aF--~d, cw-~aq/b, b~--~e case of 
Theorem 4.1. Interchanging c and e, and then simplifying the products arising from 
(6.1b) yields (6.2). [] 
Remark. The I= 1 and N1 =n case of (6.2) is Eq. (II.22) of [24, p. 238]. 
Remark. Theorem 6.2, with different notation, has already appeared in [38, 39]. In 
particular, rewriting Theorem 6.14 of [38] and [39] by replacing nby l+ l, and z~/z~+ 1 
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by a, making the substitutions zi = x~ for i= 1, 2 ..... l, and then taking bt+ 1,t + 2 = q/b, 
c = c, al + l.t+ 1 = d/a, and at + 1.z + 2 = e/a, gives Theorem 6.2. Our proof of Theorem 6.14 
in [38,39] is similar to that of Theorem 6.2 above. However, Theorem 6.1 here is 
much more symmetrical than the U(n + 1) q-Whipple transformation i  [38, 39]. 
It is not hard to see that Theorem 6.2 implies the following result. 
Theorem 6.3 (A~ non-terminating 6#)5 summation theorem). Let  a, c,d, bl . . . . .  bz and 
xl ..... xt be indeterminate, with I>~ 1. Take 0 <lq[ < 1 and [aq/blb2 ... blcd[ < 1. Suppos~ 
that none o f  the denominators in (6.3) vanishes. Then 
/ / aq aq ~--I 
] r x.a.  (xkaq'~ 7 
i~ ~ , ,~o  ~ bkcYoo I 
, aTffff T--, ,~  , l (7 )~o(~Lo J  / t~a~ tx~a% / (6.3a) k=l  m ~jco  ~ c J~ 
= E 1--I 1 - -~qr ' - r ' ]  - -~aq~"  ] 
i ~  k=l  1 --~,a ] 
k=1,2  ..... l 
x 
. . . .  , L (q x~)y. J |~ ~"qT - - "  k = 1 m ~,~-i~ b~Jy l  + .,. +y l _ l  
(c).,+., 
X aq [(xuaq] l 
(~)y,+. . .+y,  ~=1 - . . . .  ,y~_j 
• ~. b~/  Or2 + 2y, +... +(,-,)y,J }. (6.3b) 
Proof. Set b 
products in 
k=l ,2  ..... I. 
=q-N in (6.2), and then let e=(a2/bcd)q  I+(N++N').  After rewriting the 
(6.2b), a polynomial argument enables us to replace q-Nk by bk, for 
Letting N ~oc as in the proof of Theorem 4.4 then leads to (6.3). [] 
Remark. The l= 1 and bl ~--~b case of(6.3) is the classical nonterminating 6tPs summa- 
tion in Eq. (11.20) of [24, p. 238]. 
Remark. Theorem 6.3, with different notation, has already appeared in [37]. In 
particular, rewriting Theorem 1.44 of [37] by replacing n by l+ 1 and making the 
substitutions az+l , l+ l=d/a ,  z t / z ,+ l=a,  and au=bl  and z i=x i ,  for i=1,2,. . . , / ,  
gives (6.3). 
There are two main ways to terminate (6.3b). First, replacing d by b and setting 
bs= q-Ns for s = 1,2, ..., l in (6.3) immediately gives Theorem 2.1. On the other hand, 
taking c=q -N and then replacing d by c in (6.3) yields Theorem 1.38 of [37], as 
indicated in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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It is not hard to see that taking b~=q for s= l ,2  ..... l, and cw-~b and dw-~c, in 
Theorem 6.3, yields the following result. 
Corollary 6.4. Let a, b, c and x 1 . . . . .  x I be indeterminate, with l>~ 1. Take  0 < Iql < 1 and 
la/bcl <lql t- 1. Suppose that none of the denominators in (6.4) vanishes. Then 
(~)t k=a (1 - -~a) J  
=Z 
yk~>O 
k=l ,2  . . . . .  l 
l~r<s~</  - -~s  h=l  
X qy2  + 2y3 + .-- + (l - 1)y~ 
(~)yl+ ..+r, /~  ~ / 
(6.4a) 
(6.4b) 
Remark. In Section 2 of [34] we showed how the Ct non-terminating 6~bs ummation 
theorem is used to recover Krattenthaler's [32] multivariable summation which he 
utilized in deriving his refinement of the Bender-Knuth and MacMahon generating 
functions for certain sets of plane partitions. Our analysis in [34] involved a Cz analog 
of Corollary 6.4. It is possible that terminating special cases of (6.4) are also related in 
the same way to extensions of some of the combinatorics and determinant evaluations 
in [32]. 
Theorem 6.2 determines another A/generalization ofthe q-Dougall summation that 
has Corollary 6.4 as a special imiting case. Just do the analysis up to letting N --,.~, in 
the above proof of Theorem 6.3. The resulting identity is equivalent to a polynomial 
identity, whose degree is a function of N. The sum side is a multiple series, taken over 
Yl ..... yt>~0 and 0~<yl +'"+yt<~N.  The extension of Corollary 6.4 is obtained by 
taking bs=q for s= 1,2 ..... 1 in this identity. Further useful specializations in this 
second A t q-Dougall summation include: taking c=a, or d=a; letting Xk=q k, for 
k = 1,2 ... . .  l; and/or letting N--* oo. This is just a small sample of the possibilities. 
We conclude our applications of Theorem 6.1 with the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.5 (The Al Sears transformation). Let a,b,c ,d,e, fand Xl ..... xt be indeter- 
minate, let Ni be non-negative integers.for i = 1, 2, ..., l with l >~ 1, and suppose that none 
of the denominators in (6.5) vanishes. In addition, assume that def=abcq 1-('v` + +Nn 
Then 
--I 1--~qmr-m~]qm'+2m2+ 
k=l ,2  . . . . .  l 
• -. + lint 
. . . .  , L J k=l  [_(@e)m.J L(d)m,+...+ra,(f)m,+...+m,j 
(6.5a) 
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=~ (a)N~+. . ,+N~(ef /ac)N~+. . .+Nt  ~ i (xke_£~ "1 
((f)u, +... +u, (ef/abc)u, +... +u, k= X ~ J 
.... --ms I --~ q qma +2m2 +... +trot 
0~<mk~<Nk l~<r<s~</1  s J 
k= l,2 ..... l 
x ( x / ~ /  
.... L J L~ xl ab IrakJ k=l  
F (f/a),~+_.+m,(ef/abc),,~+...+m~ 1~ (6.5b) X 1 1-(NI+. . .+NI)  L(ef/ac)m,+...+,,,(aq ),,,, +... +m,J J 
l i xke ,  ~ -) 
= a NI+' ' '+NI ( f /a )N l+" '+Nl  H ~a]N~.~ 
I .I. xk (f)N,+...+N, k=* (~Te)N~J 
__  F 1 x, ~Ns-Nr~mr- -ms- ' l  
x 11 / ' t  lq  m'+zm2+'''+'m' 
i • - 1 Xs Ns-  Nr I 
O<~mk<~Nk x{,<,{ik - -~q J 
k=l ,2  ..... 1 
fI fI[ ] F (~q-1"~r)mr I '~c"1  ,'ink X xs Ns - Nr ~ --N~-- 
. . . .  1 l (q~,q  ),..J (~q )mk k=l  
X[ -(a)ml-q-~a+ral(d/b)ml-+~ I . (6.5c) 
L(d)m,  + . . .+ m, ( f  q 1 - - (N I '7  NO)m 1 +. . .+ , , , J  ) 
Proof. The sum (6.1a) is termwise unchanged if we interchange c with d, and b with e. 
Equate the resulting sums corresponding to (6.1b), and solve for the A~ 44)3 where we 
did the interchange. Then, relabel the parameters by means of a~-~(bc/d)q-(N' + ... +N,), 
bF+b, c~-+c, dw+(bc/df) q 1 -(u, +... +N,), e~-+(bc/de) q 1 -(N1 + ... +N,), where we assume that 
def=abcq 1-(NI++N'). After some simplification we then obtain (6.5a) and (6.5b). 
Now reversing the order of summation as in Section 6 of [40] transforms (6.5b) 
into (6.5c). That is, if we replace mk by Nk--mk for k= 1,2 ..... 1 in (6.5b), utilize the 
relation 
(A)N-, = q-N"(-- A)-"q("i ')(A)N(q I -N / A); 1, 
and simplify, we arrive at (6.5c). [] 
Remark. The l---1 and N1 =n case of (6.5a) and (6.5b) is Eq. (III.16) of [24, p. 242]. 
In addition, the equality of this same case of (6.5a) with (6.5c) is Eq. (III.15) of 
[24, p. 242]. 
The rest of Section 6 deals with applications of the following theorem. 
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Theorem 6.6 (The Cl q-Whipple transformation). Let a, b, ~, [3 and xl . . . . . .  ~t be inde- 
terminate, let N i be non-negative integers Jbr i= l, 2 . . . . .  1 with l>>-l, and suppose that 
none of the denominators in (6.6) vanishes. Then 
E {~[  l-xkzq2,~] [ qY'-Y~ l--x'x~qY'+r~l 
j 
k=l ,2  ..... l 
k=l  (qxka 1)y~ (flXk),., (qXk~-'),~J 
x (~q )y~ (x¢x~)y, q(N~ +... + u,)(y, +,.. +s,) 
, , = 
(6.6a} 
=I - IF  (qx~.)N~ ] F (qx.x~)N~ ] (b )  
<~r<s<~l NI +"" q- NI 
E 
O<~mk~Nk 
k=l ,2  ..... l 
f I Xr mr - ms- II i-x:qi l<~r<s<~l - -~  _] 
~- I  Xr -- N s ~- I  x F (x~ q -~')"" ] F(aXk)'"(qXkb--1)'~l 
.... 1L (q~),,,. Jk=l L(flxk).,dqxk~-h.,~J 
fl a 1_(N1 +. . .+N0 x q . 
mz +.. .+ml /ml+. . .+mt 
(6.6b) 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.1, except hat we utilize Theorems 2.2 
and 4.2. 
Remark. The I= 1 case of (6.6) is Eq. (Ili.18) of [-24, p. 242] in which a~---~x~, n~*N1, 
b~-*~xl, cF-~qxl[3-1, d~--~axl, eF-*qXlb-1. That is, they are equivalent. 
Remark. To recover Theorem 2.2 from the Theorem 6.6, just take ~ = [3. 
Just like in the Al case we have the following result. 
Theorem 6.7 (The Cl q-Dougall summation). Let a, b, ~, [3 and Xl ..... xl be indetermi- 
nate, let Ni be non-negative integers fi)r i= 1,2, ..., l with l>~ 1, and suppose that none of 
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the denominators in (6.7) vanishes. Then 
tk= 1 1 1 ~r<s~l Xs 
k : l ,2  .. . . .  l 
k = ~ L(bxk),k (qxka-  1)Yk (flXk)yk (qXkO~ - 1)yk J  
x . . . .  , L(q •),,. (qx, x, qN')r.J 
l 2 
- #[1  F- (qxk)Nk 1 F. (qx, x~)N. 1 
-(L-~ L(bx~)SxON~J, l-[ 




where bfl = a~q x - (u, +... + N,). 
Proof. Set fl/ct = (a/b)q 1- (N, +... +N,)in (6.6). The evaluation point in (6.6a) is now just 
q y, + 2r2 +... +,r,, and (6.6b) can be summed by the n ~ l, a~--~ axt, b~--~ qxtb-  1, c ~--~flxl case 
of Theorem 4.18 of [40]. Simplifying then gives (6.7). 
Theorem 4.18 of [40] is a different At generalization of the terminating balanced 
3~b2 summation than Theorem 4.1 above. It was proven in [40] by applying the A~ case 
of Corollary 3.5 to a suitable At terminating 64~5 summation theorem. Theorem 4.18 of 
[40] also appears, using different notation, as Theorem 5.26 of [39]. [] 
Remark. The l= 1 case of (6.7) is Eq. (II.22) of [24, p. 238] in which a~-*x 2, n~---~N1, 
b~--*axl, cF-*qxlb -1, d~---~qxlf1-1, e~--~c(xl. That is, they are equivalent. 
If we set ct=(bfl/aq)q N'+''+N' in Theorem 6.7, simplify, and then let f l~0, we 
immediately obtain Theorem 2.2. Furthermore, again taking ~ = (bfl/aq)q N' ÷ + N, in 
Theorem 6.7, simplifying (6.7a), and letting Nk ---, oo for k = 1, 2 ..... I, gives a different 
non-terminating Cl 6(~5 summation than Theorem 2.18 of [-34]. Setting a = 1 in this 
identity yields a Ct q-Dixon summation, and taking f l=-q  in this C~ q-Dixon 
summation leads to a C~ q-Kummer summation theorem. We can do the same thing 
with Theorem 2.18 of [34]. 
A special imiting case of Theorem 6.7 is also equivalent to Theorem 4.18 of [40]. 
That is, making the substitutions a~-*Ba, ~--*B~, b~-*Bb, flw-,Bfl, and Xkl-'-*Bx k for 
k = 1, 2, ..., l in (6.7), and then letting B ~ oo leads to Theorem 4.18 of [40] in which we 
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take n~--H, a~---,xtq -~, b~-+xtqfl -~, and cw-~xtqa -~. Note that we used the relation 
:(-~ =(a/bfl)q 1-(NI++N') in (6.7a). In general, a similar analysis as this leads from 
Ct to the corresponding At summations and transformations. 
We conclude Section 6 with the following result. 
Theorem 6 .8  (The Ct Sears transformation). Let a, b, 2, fl and xl .. . . .  xt be indetermi- 
nate, let N i be non-negative integers for i = 1, 2 ..... 1 with 1 >~ 1, and suppose that none o[" 
the denominators in (6.8) vanishes. Then 
E fl~r<.<~<~l[ 1-~qm~-'~lq''+2"2+'+''' 
o.<.,.<N~ 7-# ] 
k=l ,2  ..... 1 
~I  Xr - -  N s ~- I  x [ !~qL"%' l  [(~xk).~(qxdJ-').~] 
, L (q~s)m, ] L(bx~).~(qx~a-li.~J r,s= k= 1 
[(b) (o[ 1 I 1 I I  X a ml+...+m/ ~q -(N,+...+:,',)/,,,+...+,,,Aj 
={k=~IV(flXk)N~(qXkm-')SV~I(b/a)sv,+'-+.~,'~ 
L(bxk)N~(qxk a - 1)N~: ] ( fl/(X)NI + "" + Nt J  
ii q-- 1 - .  O<~mt(<~Nt¢ 1 r<s 1 1 x. ~t tml+2m2++lmt  
k=l ,2  ..... l 
(6.8a) 
f l  Xr -- N s 1 
X 1 ~ 1 i i  .... 11_ (q~)m~ ]k=l k(Bxk)~(qx~=-b~] 
X[(~).,+...+.,,(bq'-(~'~+'"+N'))m[+...+~,]} (6.8b) 
k=, L(bxk)u~(qxk a- ' b J J  
xE  
O ~ rnk <~ Nk 
k=l ,2  ..... l 
f F ]  x~ N~ N m -m 7 1 J--I j_ --:4;q . . . .  q,or ~/VI q<~-,)-~ 
" 1 x, N-N i l l _  
l~,<,.<lL - -~q " " Jk=l 
Xs -- Nr 
)< x Ns -N  ~t 1 - (N I+- . -  
. . . .  1L(q~q ")m,J(Bq +u')),., +... +m, 
l 
k = ~ L ( a~- ' x----[ ~ q~ -~ )mk (~x # ~--N~--~ J j " 
(6.8c) 
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Proof. The sum (6.6a) is termwise unchanged if we interchange a with c~, and b with ft. 
Equate the resulting sums corresponding to (6.6b), and solve for the Cl 4(D3 where we 
did the interchange. After some simplification we then obtain (6.8a) and (6.8b). Next, 
reversing the order of summation as in the proof of Theorem 6.5, transforms (6.8b) 
into (6.8c). [] 
Remark. The l= 1 case of (6.8a) and (6.8b) is Eq. (III.16) of [24, p. 242] in which 
n~-*N1, a~--~(b/a), bF--~xl, cw-~qxlf1-1, dw-~(ot/fl)q 1-N~, e~--~bxl, f~--~qxla -1. In 
addition, the equality of this same case of (6.8a) with (6.8c) is Eq. (III. 15) of [24, p. 242]. 
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